Welcome to the Gus Fraenkel Medical Library.

The Library is a branch of the Flinders University Libraries including:

- Central (on the Plaza of the north ridge precinct)
- Law (on level 3 of the Central Library building)
- Sturt (at the Sturt precinct)

as well as the Universities’ Research Repository.

This short guide offers a quick self-paced tour of the Gus Fraenkel Medical Library. Match the number on the map with the corresponding number in the text and read about the services offered in that space. Please feel welcome to request additional information from the relevant service desks.
1. Liaison Librarian
Liaison Librarians act as a link between students, staff and library resources for their subject area. They specialise in specific subject areas and can help students with researching information and using the library databases. Raechel Damarell is the Medical Liaison Librarian.

2. Staffed Service Desk

Book Return Chute
For books borrowed from any of the Flinders branch Libraries.

Circulation Desk
Use your ID card to borrow library items.

Readings Collection
A high demand collection including items from required reading lists.

Tests Collection
Housed behind the Circulation Desk. Mainly tests for use by Speech Pathology students.

3. Information Desk
Ask a Reference Librarian for help to find resources.

4. Medical Librarian
Jess Tyndall manages the Medical Library and has overall responsibility for quality library support to Flinders staff and students.

5. AV Collection
CDs and DVDs available for loan.

6. Computers
No booking needed. The Medical Library has access to the university wireless network.

6(a) Group Workstations
The Medical Library has two group workstations.

7. OPACs (and 18)
Computers for walk in public access. Use Findit@Flinders to search the library catalogue. No wider internet access available from these computers.

8. Medical Historical Collection
A small collection of pre 1930's medical books. Browse the collection or borrow items for a closer look.

9. Journals
The Periodical Collection Includes journals, annual reports and some government publications. Most journals are now available online.

10. Computers (and 6)

Noise Policy
Choose your study space to suit your preferred noise level:
- **Red Silent Area** for studying with no noise or disturbance
- **Yellow Quiet Area** for studying with minimal noise or disturbance
- **Green Group Area** for studying in small groups or meeting with others

11. FMC Computers
SA Health has provided two computers for FMC staff to access the Internet.

12. Silent Study Rooms
These rooms are for use by students for independent, silent study and are designed as a space where individuals can get totally immersed in their work without distractions. They are not for discussion, quiet or otherwise, as this can take place throughout the library.

13. Book Collection
Flinders University Staff and Students & FMC Staff can borrow up to 40 items. Non Flinders University borrowers can borrow 20 items. Both 7 and 28 day loans can be renewed up to 4 times.

14. Reference Collection
This collection includes specialist medical reference books that are not for loan, such as dictionaries, directories, encyclopaedias and health atlases.

15. Current Journals
The Library still subscribes to a small number of print journals and the latest issues are displayed here.

16. Historical Medical Instruments Collection

17. Printing and Photocopying
Unicard is responsible for all photocopying and printing services throughout the University. Medical1 prints B&W and Medical2 prints Colour. Printing is available from laptops. The Add Value machine is located here. Scanning is also available via selected photocopiers.
18. OPAC (and 7)

19. New Books
Check here for the latest titles in the Library. Place a Hold on an item of particular interest or wait until the display is changed each week, when all previously displayed items become available for loan.

20. After Hours Return Chute
For books borrowed from any of the Flinders branch Libraries.

A few other things...

- **Pager Phone**
  A Pager phone is located just outside the Library entrance.

- **Opening Hours**
  You will find the Libraries Opening Hours at the Library entrance and also on our webpage: www.flinders.edu.au/library/info/hours/medical.cfm

- **Holds**
  Items can be collected from the shelf next to the newspapers and printing area. These items need to be checked out in the usual way at the Loans Desk.

- **24/7 Computers**
  iMAC computers are available in the CAL Unit, adjacent to the Medical Library, for use by School of Medicine students, on a 24/7 basis.

- **Food & drink policy**
  No hot or messy food or uncovered drinks, but other food and covered drinks are OK in the Library.

**Contact numbers:**
- Circulation Desk  8204 5678
- Information Desk  8204 4936